Undertaking furnished by

M/s. ---------Manufacturer Address---------

In the office of the Director, Central Farm Machinery Training & Testing Institute, Budni, (MP) on dated: --.--.--.

Tractor Make & Model: -------------------

We herewith Undertaking that “there is no change in the Technical specifications of the tractor including ------------ and those are mentioned in table 12 & 12A of AIS: 007, from the one submitted at the time of obtaining the CMVR compliance certificate on --------

Make & Model of tractor-------- tractor vide No. CMVR/T------/-----/-------- dated --.--.--

--, Extension certificate vide No. CMVR/T-EXT----/T----/-----/------ dated --.--.-- & issued by Central Farm Machinery Training & Testing Institute, Budni (MP).

for M/s. ---------Manufacturer---------,

Place: ---------
Date: --.--.--

Name of Person
Designation